Pop Up Banner Instructions
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1. Remove the Lantern from the bag and place the Lantern upside down with the top cap on the floor.
2. Ensure that all the alluminium connectors holding the fiberglass rods are at an angle away from the
square tube and not facing inwards. This makes opening the Lantern easier.
3. With one hand pull the fabric upwards whilst pushing the slider downwards with your other hand.
4. Push the slider past the spring clip, you may need to push in the spring clip with your other hand to
get past it. Once past you can release the slider.
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5. Look inside the banner and plug the two lugs together.
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6. Pull the fabric over the angled section of the slider, do up the zip and tighten the elastic by pushing
the button on the elastic buckle and pull the elastic tight whilst sliding the buckle against the banner.
7. Turn the Lantern upright and place it on the supplied attachment.

The batteries will last for about 12 hours

Glo Lantern Battery Instructions
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You will need 8 AA batteries, and they will last a full 12 hours
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1. To replace the batteries , leave the Lantern collapsed. Grab the Lantern above the slider,
around the fiberglass rods. Whilst holding the rods pull the fabric up the pole, exposing
the two tubes that house the batteries.
2. Swivel open both Latches below each tube and remove the spring loaded plugs. Slide
out old batteries and replace with new batteries. Four per side. One side will be positive first and the other will be negative first.
Follow guidelines shown on the sticker on each tube.
3. Replace the spring loaded plugs and close the battery latches.
4. Your good for another 12 hours

